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PADUCAH, KY., yRIDAY MORNING. DECEMBER 8, 1905.

Standard, Est. April, tato
Register, Est. May, 096.
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Brutality of Sakharoff Responsible for His Death
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GOODS FOUND.
WILL BUCKNER APPARENTLY
CAUGHT AT RIGHT
TIME.

Herman Clements Was Given Continuance in Both Cases by Judge
Sanders. Yesterday.

Yesterday morning about i o'clock
Officer Lige Cross was passing the
alley which leads up behind, Rudy,
Phillips4Si- Company's establishment.
Glancing up the rear passageway he
noticed a negro named Will Buckner
fooling aound. The officer went up
and arrested him and found the darkey in poasession of a lap robe. Buck
ner was locked up and the policeman
then went to his home at the Griffin
- boarding 'house on Second and Clark
a) streets and there found sonic shoes,
.clothing and other stuff he is believed to have stolen. The lop robe
found in his possession has an Elk's
head on same.
It developed that Buckner the
night before stole two lap robes
• from the buggy of Mr. Roy W. McKinney, Who had left mime standing
• in front of his place of business at
Second and Washington streets.
Buckner took the robes over to Iseman's vragonyard and tried to sell
ahem, but Mr. Ieeman knew of the
theft, recognized the robes and made
Buckner give them up. He was released, but the officers put on his
trail afterwards.
Police Court.
In the police -court yesbenitty
morning there was arraigned Herman Clements, colored, on two
Charges, one of petty larceny and the
other of false swearing in swearing
he is charged with having made erTODeODS statements while under oath
in the police court. In the petty larceny charge be is accused of stealing
a chair from the yard of Driver John
Austin, of the patrol wagon, and sell
ing it to another. Both proceedings
against `him were continued.
Arthur Dunn and John Staten
were both fined $10 and costs on the
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
Mary Robinson, colored, was arraigned on the charge of breaking
into the home of Matte Lowe, also
colored, and stealing some underwear
and other wearing apparel, wheeh
was recovered partially. The charge
of 'housebreaking was entered up
against her and continued until today.

Mammoth 'Keeling Was Held at the
First Methodist Church There to
Receive Him.

•
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WherNYou Carry A GRAND LEADER Bundle
Your friends know you pay
For your Clothes.

We Sell
For Cash
Only

We Sell
For Cash
Only

GRA
ECONOMY SALE
POPULAR PRICED CLOTHIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.

Tb

‘.

For the Men Who Work for a Living
and Have No Money to Throw Away
now economize. Save your pennies
chose Who Are Wise andillyour
dQllars will take care of themselves. In this great sale of Clothing and Furnishing Goods we give you the chance to save
both your pennies and your dollars. This is not a cheap sale, but a sale of good merchandise
. at a cheap price. Come and see for yourself. Cash buying saves you lots of money.

Read the Cut Prices That the Grand Leader Offers
0

Heavy blue ribbed Underwear that sells the world over for
50c per garment, in this economy sale we will sell it for_LJ
A heave black fleece lined Jersey Glove that all stores sell
for 25c, in this sale you can buy a pair for.
100 dozen Bla...1 Sox that are always sold for 10c per pair,
we are going to sell them for the low price of
Good heavy Cotton Sweaters, all sizes, many patterns, the
best values you ever saw for
Boys' heavy ribbed Stockings, a regular 15c value, in this
sale for
A regular 25c value in Suspenders, a good webbing and
cross backs at.

HAPPY WELCOME
REV. J. H ROBERTS GREETED JOYFULY AT JACKSON,
TENN

•Iff

• •••••••

Sale Starts

SATURDAY

khe

warmth and jay accompanying the welcoming greetings to Jackeon, Terivo of Rev. J. H. Roberts
shows that he will sway with as
much popularity and estimation in
that city as he did here during the
time he was pe 'ding eider for the
Paducah District Mlethodist ohurches,
and made his home here in Paducah,
which place ha left only last week
for Jackson to taa6lifThe charge of his
new district there as presiding elder.
Dr. Roberts is a man whose personr.el immediately impresses everyone,
while is strong and forceful work
carries him into the hearts of all.
The Jackson (Tenn.) Whig of
Wednesday, arrived here yesterday
and stated as follows regarding the
reception 'accorded Re-v. Roberts and
Rev. A. M. Hughlett:
"The lecture room of the First
Methodist church was co:warded last
night with the members of the ch..rre:,
and their friends, who came together
for the purpose of bidding welcome
to Dr. J. H. Roberts and Rear. A. M.
Hughlett and their families. A very
length program of short address's
had been prepared, but the spirit of
formality was conspicuous for its abet-ace.
"Col. R. S. Fletcher presided over McGee ably presented the best wishthe meeting and introduced each es of the Sunday school.
speaker tastefully and pleasantly.
"Dr. Roberts and Rev. Hughlett
'Short and simple addresses of wel eaoh
responded feelingly to the
come, with the ring of sincerity- and hearty and cordill words of their
good-fellowship in each, were deliv- new-found fellow workers, and spoke
ered by the following ministers: Dr. opfnuanical
la- of their future work in
Angus McDrinald, in behalf of the
Jackson.
First Presbyterian church; Dr. Granmu sic was interspersed
"Sweet
ville S. Wilitiams, for the First Baptalks.
The Misses Fletchamong
the
tist church:. Rev. W. W. Adams, repinstrumental
resenting the Methodist churches of er were charming in an
vocal solo
Mercer's,
Rose
solo.
Miss
the city; Rev. H. W. Wells, of St.
was also greatly appreciated. Mrs.
Inkiest Pplacopal church. and R'
-v. F. P. P. lose delighted the audience
F kairee of the Cltri-t:le church.
"'rise welcome of the Fin* Meth,- with an inatrumental solo which was
diet church was exteuelect by Hon. admirably ceectited.
"Mina Wheeler, principal of the voJas. E. Pope in that orator's owa
inimitable way. Maw Mooney, pre- cal Music department of the M. C.
.aiding teacher of the M. C.
F. 1., sang most artistically tine was
F.
A bly accompanied by a violin oblagagave a hearty welcome in behalf
o!
the institute. Mrs. R. F. Phillips, to by Prof. Danyer, also of the M.
fru the societies and WI. A. S. C. F. I.
Hearn, for the leagues of the First
"Afttv the formal progretn delight
Methodiat church, each spoke a few ful refreshments were served by the
iwords of welcome. Superintendent ladies of the church.

Dec.9
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40 dozen of boys' everyday Knee Pants, sizes 4 to 14, in thisl On
sale a pair, will be yours fenI 0b
We offer you All Wool Sweaters in black, white and Oxford colors, regular $2.00 value, in this sale for..

non

A good everyday red and blue Bandana Handkerchief, a
real 10c value, for...._

3c
33,
b
9c
12c

S
It

A good heavy blue Jersey Shirt, sizes 14 1-2 to 17 1-2
neck, a regular 75c value, in this sale for
A good heavy Cotton Sox that is sold the world over for
10c, in this sale we will sell them for

4c
38c
5c

100 dozen tan and blue Sox that are always sold for 10c, in
this sale we will sell them for

9„
al.

$15.00

Suit or
Overcoat

$10.00

Sale Starts

$18.00

Suit or
Overcoat

$12.50

SATURDAY

$12.00

Suit or
Overcoat

7..50

Dec. 9

WhenYOuCarry A GRANO LEADER Bundle
Your friends know you pay
For your Clothes

"The reception was chased by an
alleound, hearty hand-ehaking, everyone pledging their ?ewe and support
to Dr. Roberts and lam Hughlett
who, we venture to say, were never
more sincerely wekomed or made to
feel more thoroughly at home than
by the audience of last night."
A TRIUMPHAL ENTRY.
Into Tokio Is Made by Field Marshal Oyama and His Staff.
Tokio, Dec.
Marshal Oy
ama and his staff. made a triumphal
entry into Toleio this morning. The
enthusiast,' and magnitude of Mar•
shal Oyarna's reception equaled that
givers to Admiral Togo Despite the
inclenrent weather, crow& of atudents and representatives of various
chivies and interests thickly lined the
streets, and, althorigh exposed to th.,
rain, lustily cheered the rnacaltal and

his staff while en route to the humial palace.
The newspapers of all shades of
opinion are highly eulogistit today
of the achievements of Marquis Oyarta, his gesierals and the men under
his cornnsand.
A holiday has been declared in the
whole city in honor of the day.

Fourth, 68; Fifth, 23; Sixth, 51; 'Scv
enth, 68; Eighth, 45; Ninth, 59; Tenth
L2; Eleventh, 4.
In the countoy at large. 34,3t6 rueat routes were in operation on December t. The four states having the
largest nurnbea ef routes, in order
named, are as follows: Illinois, 2,608;
Ohio, 2,392; Iowa, 2,184; Indiana, 2,639.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS.
Legislatuie Committee Considering
Draft of New Revenue Bill.
Shelbyville, Ky., Dec.
7 --The
special legislative committee of the
legislature to draft a re;renue Hill
closed its public sessions yesterday
and will be engaged in executive sea
sione until Friday considering the
draft of the new bill section by see
tion.
None of the sections has receivol
final cousidtration, nor will any be
finally voted on before Friday, when
it is thought a part, or all, of the
biU wilb be in shape to make public.
All the members 4i1 the commissioare present except Senator.George
Hickman, of Calhoon.

RURAL DELIVERY'
IN KENTUCKY GOOD. AFTER RATIONAL BANKS
Walli-ngton, Dec. 7.—Kentucky ruWashington, Dec. 7.--Senator Tillral free delivery is progressing nicely. man toe introdeced two resolutions
A bulletin just issued by the postof wiich are Intended to brine not the
lice departin'ent shows that on Decem fact as to whether any of the nationher t there were in operation ia Ken- al bank, of the counfry have mark
tucky 612 mural mail routes. Of these campaign contributions in recent
forty-eight have been established years
since June T. There are pending tot
petitions for additional routes.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*, osteopath,
By
congressional
districts the rural 609% Broadway; Phone, Old MU,
Mr Henry Enders; will return to
routee now in operation in Kentucky and New 76z.
Carbondale, Ky., this morning, after
are as follows:
a several days badness trip to the Cit
Subscribe for The Register.
First, 1111I; Savond, tog; Third, 67;
He is with the coal company there

4
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'BIG BUILDINGS ENGINEERS ELECT

EX RI ACCOUNTANT

K.ATTERJOHN ERECTING ONE THE BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY ENGINEERS SELECT
FOR MECHANICSBURG
OFFICIALS.
BOX FACTORY.

The Benton Hotel People Have De- Kr.:
Oni
cicied to Let Piecemeal the Contract for Hostelry.

••••11

Katterjuhres
Contractor George
foundabrick
the
laying
now
are
men
building
t en for the big additional
:•ing constencted by the Mergen-.'-ialer-Horton basket factory in Menr.onicsburg. The building wit cost
about $5,000 and be nns feet long and
.30 feet in vrideh, inside vilich will be
installed diet addflitionan tnnichinery
necessitated for the purpose of incono.ie capacity cf the pat on
account of its rapidly growing business. The buikiing wilt be Wield for
about ten feet above ground, while
above that wilt be beanie. It Will be
the first of February on March before the structure is completed.

:u^:-.us Elected All the
Be In- •erte Who
Month.

For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.

The locel branch of the
hood of Locomotive Railway i:..,.1SPININIIINISIguggummoungl
gineetrts has held its annual election oi
offioers, the following being nettled
for the ensuing twelve months' serv11111111111116..
ice: James Lloyd, chief engineer; 1111111110111.11111111
W. F. Collins, first engineer; R. Lee
Eaker, first assistant engineer; R.
Lee Eaker, insurance secretary; J. A.
McCann, delegate to convention; J.
the I n I
A. 14cre . rir•
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
•board of adjwit mere ; J. Evan Cassell
John L McGuire- and Mike Kelly,
W.
auditing committee; J, Evan Cassell,
second engineer; R. E. McCarty,
second assistant be/mincer; Frank
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Winters, guide, and W. E. Evitts,
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
third assistant engineer.
noonday lunch for 25 tents.

• the, Buffet
C. Gray,. proprietor.
•FILM

Get Started Tomorrow.
Knights of Columbus.
Contractor George Katterjobn w'll
this
tomorrow it started at laying the .The Knight* of Columbus of
of officers,
election
it.
new
has
held
city
the
to
foundation
the
for
brick
for next
building the Elks will erect on North who were chosen to serve
new
The
twelve
months.
this
When
poetoffice.
the
beside
street
Fifth
several
Bad weather has prevented Coatrace branch was installed here
then chosen
tor Edward Eaker from getting com- months ago the officers
instil
now, wilw.n
only
foundaDerive
to
*ere
the
pleted the excavation for
were
year
ensuing
the
for
Chose
today.
until
tion
named. In making their 'elections
the lodge elected al/ the old officials
Benton Hotel.
yesterwho were as follows:: Rev. Father
returned
Hon: Mikes Okver
day from Benton, veherc he has been Jansen, chaplain; John T. Donovan,
the past few days on business. He grand knight; W.. J. White, deputy
is one of the owners of the new ho- grand knight; A. R. Meyer,, secreed going up there, and repoits that tary; Joseph Wofff, treasurer; Geo.
the incorporated company has eetid- Weikel. wooden; F. E. Flanigan,
ed to do the construction work itself. chancellor; John J. Dorian, lecturer;
In doing this it has let to R. G. William F. Lydon, inside 'Sand; J.
Trease the contract for putting up P. Obenhatner, outside guard; Thos.
the walk that will be of concrete, Roberta, trotter.
The meetings of the lodge are betwenty inches from the first to second floor, and sixteen inches thick ing,hekt in the Elks' haft on North
from second wory to roof. The first Fourth street, until the knights can
floor walls will be solid concrete, and procure an assembly hall of theie
the balance on the tipper stories of
The newly elected officers will be
bknk concrete. The contracts for
the balance of the work will be let installed die first meeting eight next
month.
piecemeal right away.
The laborers wail commence next
for the buildMonday to e
ing finiodatione. TMpronsotens believe they will have the structure
completed by the first of March.

4'

"ITS HIGH TIME'
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular clposits in this bank where
your money will beat workYor you at compound interest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.

INJUNCTION SUIT

GOOD BUSINESS

•

LAWYER TAYLOR WENT TO
LOUISVILLE TO APPEAR
IN U. S. COURT.

MERCHANTS REPORT THAT There Comes Up Today Before Judge
QUITE A RUSH IS COMReed Suit of John Garner vs.
•
ING ON.
Sheriff Dave Reeves.

1

MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING

DOROEDTHY'S
TALK

ABOUT

A Tis is What She Said:
While strolling down the street one day,
I passed a group that seemed quite gay.
Of merry, laughing girls;
And one girl cried: "Come help me choose
A pair of patent leather shoes—
Let's all go dcwn to Rock's!
"I want my feet to be admired;
I want them never to be tired.
And there they fit me, girls.
It's DOROTHIES they sell, you know,
And that is why they please me so—
Let's all go down to ROCK'S.",

We have the swellest lineTofOshoes
ever brouht to Paducali. Come
take a look and satisfy yourself.

fitO.ROCK SHOUCO.
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction

321 Broadway

Paducah

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
—227--

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
EV= BEEN OFFERED TO

Broadway,

BANK,

THE PUBLIC.

A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

HAS

YOU CAN PAPER

BORDE.R

TO

MATCH

FOR TUE srALL sins OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLORAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Alta SELLING AT 6 CENTS NCR
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY r4s PER SINGLE ROLL,

L. L. BEBOUT

OR 3 CR,TS PER DOUBLE REILL,,ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
In the Larger Establishments Many
This morning at 1:45 o'clock LawALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT s, roc, rsc, aoe
DEIS/GNII
Additional Clerks Have Been Put
yer L. K. Taylor left for Louisville to
to Work.
appear before Judge Walter Evans
APIIS VP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
in the United States court, in repreannting L E. Stevenson, administraTO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
The retail merchants of the city re- tor of Mrs. Lucy Stevenson, in the
We Write Anything in Insurance
AND—EVERY CONSIEVXABLE COL..
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
port that business is picking up with injunction suit the Illinois Central
Mr.
out
against
got
railroad
Central
that
and
line
their
a great rush in
Moeda:Office 385—Residence 1696 OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
Office44306 Boodsdisidy
con iirterable activity prevails. The Stevenson.
arisen
have
wife
to
was
killed
Mk.
Stevenson's
seems
trade
in
spurt
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
during the past week and at nearly all during the Dawson disaster Of three
the big houses many additionanclerks years ago, when the picnic party got
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEare being put to work to help handle caught out on the trestle by a passSIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
ing freight train.
Stevenson filed
the business.
at
near
are
suit in the circuit court here and got
The Christmas holidays
OF BISADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINhand and it seems as if a member of Smola° damages against the road for
people have already commenced do- the death. Before this verdict was
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACK/LAND BuLunNo AN DROOPING
ing their holiday buying in order to given him, the railroad lawyers had
MAIM .ALL AND SEA OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES- AND
avoid the great rash which always the case transferred to the federal
comes in for about two week's prev- court where 'Yudge Evans dismissed
BS CONVINCED TEAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
ioue to that date. The change in the the action. Mr. Stevenson and his
weather for colder is also having an lawyer, Attorney Taylor, continued
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
effect on business, especially in the prosecuting the litigation in the state
establishments that carry lines of court and got the $to,000 judgment.
Now in the federal court the railclothing and wearing apparel.
The merchants have all got in their road has filed an injunction suit to
large holiday lines which are being restrain Stevenson from collecting
put out now and crowd the entire this $to.oco on the ground that the
floor space of the establishments. The state court had no right to give a
retailers anticipate an unusually heavy verdict for damages, after the federal
trade this Christmas and have pre- tribunal had dismissed the action.
pared themselves arcordiugly with a The railroad filed this action several
days ago, and today Judge Evans at
Airy heavy line of stock.
Louisville bears the matter, and deFENTUCKY FARM. EMI
cides whether to make the restraining fADUCAIL REAL ESTAT:t. WESTERN
HE LOVES HIS JOB
T. 1FESTERN
INVESTMEN
AND WON'T LET GO order a permanent one. A temporISIONIALY PAIIMENt LOTS FOR
UST
PRICE
AND
JOURNAL
E
ary ordea ,was issued when the liti11:81:I1IICEY REAL ;11;11-AT
POSIT.
SEND
the
of
days
.
McCall,
EVERystoy
several
Says
gation
-was
ininitoted
To
Resignation,
PREZ
No
ago.
New York Life.
RCM q W. WINITTElkiK3WIL.. Pashaoakt. tha
Another Injunction Today.
New York, Dec. 7.—Reports that
PADUCAH, Kit
SIMIIMEMEIMEMIMI
so SOUTH THIRD ST,
circuit
Relore Jedge Reed in the
Mh:
President John A. McCall, of the
court here today there comes up the
of Missions,
New York Lite, would soon follow
every male inhabi-'Auxilliary to the Board
suit of John C..Garnett of ante% interest by because the result yesterday, a new federation o likely
injunction
Perkins
W.
George
of
example
she
Episcopal
against Sheriff David tant of hilarnhal
in determining to leave that company Mbeshalt county
will either have to to be formed among the
in the
Lawyer Tay- men, that they
that
county.
of
Reeves
race
colored
the
for
schools
ye-gernot..
crystalized
will
date,
early
they
at an
pay the $1 exacted, Of
be
as
American
but
the
plaintiff,
lor
represents
the
as
known
be
to
South,
-day in a story to the effect that Mr.
out there are fighting
has to be in Louisville looking after All the citizens
McCall would certainly resign • beand selected Mr. Church Inistitute for Negroes.
assessment,
the
the Stevenson suit, his partner Atbe used in the test
fore tlk next annual meeting -in April
to
name
torney !Prank Lucas will look after Garner's
MISS JOHNSON IS DYING.
and might place hie resignation in
case.
the Garner action today.
the hands of the trustees before their
In Marshall county the Neal court,
Richmond, Va., Dec. 7.—Marty John
meeting next Wednesday, Mr. McRUSSIA TO WED COUSIN son, author of "To Have and to
the
peace,
of
justices
the
of
composed
FROM
Call himself said last night that he
have for the past year or two levied, Lexington, Ky., Dec. 7.--Mary Hold," ie dying here. She Is sufferr had no intention of resigning.
$1 on each male inhabitant over 21 Backer and Sam Backer, Russian ing from acute Bright's diocese,
"I believe that the policyholders years of age, this money in the manmarried here yeirtiirday which 'has attacked her brain. She is
are for me," he declared. "Nobody ner going to the fund used (or keep- Jowls, were
The girl reach- unconscious, and her death is nibKammer.
Rabbi
by
has asked rne to revive and I don't ing up the county roads.
Garner ed here on Saturday finons Russia,
nientarily expected.
expect to be asked to resign. The claims th ecounty autlioritiee have not
marry her cowls. She
reeignation of. Mr. Perkin, was egg- the authority to impose this per coming to
about her 'week, giving
AlhertT. Patri-k. the lawyer connested by Mr. Morgan, to whom the capita tax of $t for road purposes, wore a tag
address and that of the victed of tile murder of William M.
and
name
her
question of Mr. Perkins' bolding this and refused to pay that due by hine
to visit Isere.
dual positing was referred when Mr. Sheriff Reeves then levied on Gar- people she was going
Rice in New Yorle was Wednesday
old.
years
eighteen
only
is
She
re-Peintenced to be eiectrftcuted in the I
Perkins entered the firm of J. P. ner', property, to sell same and take.
They were .sweethearts in Russia. week beginning January 22. Notice
Morgan & Co. It ia solely kt Mt. the $r out, but Garner filed an inwas giaten by his attorneys of an ap4Morgan's suggestion that Mk.. Per- jtmetibn shit to restrain him. from
A NEW FEDERATION.
peal to the United States court,
kins is retiring front the New York disposing of the chattel,. In decidLife."
New York, Dec. 7.—As an outcome
ing this suit the court will have to
FIneeident McCall, complained that say whetetier or not the Marshall of a suggestion mwde by Bishop CoThe annual report of -Secretary of
the nevrepeyers had treated his tesei- cotinty officiate have the right to make adjutor Greer, in the course of an the Treasury Shaw for the fiscal yeant
rtiotry before the Arnistrong commit- this levy on each mak.
address on the eiesponeibdiity of the ended June 3o, reos, shows a defsciti
ire unfairly.
'Phis -Action is being watched. with cherch to the negro, at the Women's in revenues of $.23,one,228.60,

General Insurance Agency

•

EDGAR:W.'WHITTEIVIORE,

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

c•,

Corner 3r44.8c Kentucky Ave.

Undertakers sod Embalmers,

MAIM, FIMtR &
USE KEVES
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Firiotocrat flour

The Very.Beot FlowiThat Money
Can Buy.

ON

more votes than there were voters at
the palls. The ladies are certainly
not at fault, as the Inquirer would
have its readers think.

THE REOISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,

AT THE KENTUCKY

SATURDAY 9 A. M.

The career of Rose Cecilia Shay,
who plays the title role of the comic
opera success, "Paul Jones", has been
little short of remarkiable. No singer
of her age ever attained as great
fame as hers at so early an age.
Miss Shay, was born in Somerset,
Ohio, and received her education at
St. Mary's Academy, in Illianroes Mich.
Her extraordinary musical gifts first
were discovered here. She won the
first and only gold medal ever given
at the school for miusical proficiency.
Miss Shay began her vocal studies
under Tecla Vigna at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music and after a
three years' course she won the
Springer medal She wait the only
graduate of the session. Miss Shay
nder. Teel*
continued bee Wie
Vigna. until she rnade5Iter debut as
a public singer. So marked was her
success she was immediately engaged
as soloist at the Cincinnati Symphony
Cone.erts. No other woman so young
'has had this honor. Her teacher advised that hilts Shay go to Italy and
she did so, entering the celebrated
Conservatory of Milan. There she
Continued her studies under the famTo
ous master, Leoni, the Elder.
please this maestro is one of the
'hardest of tasks but Miss Shay did
it so bell, he hirnseli recommended
to the directors of La Scala, the
her
Changes.
Election Law
greatest opera house in Italy, and
upon the needed
she engaged to do prima donna work
Commun....9g
the
of
first time this signal honor
law
there—the
election
the
changes in
:::::111114y
.+41•4•4•44•1•444•4414•144+44.4.4*
ever came to a young American. Her
prevented
be
may
fraud
Mate, that
and
us
success there was instantaneo
219-233
BROADWAY
and the peopk not cheated of the MR. THOMAS C. LEECH HAS pronounced. Several opera houses
VERY
NARROW
ESCAPE
Louisville
the
voting,
anti
their
services
her
began bidding for
results of
she decided to go to the Conimunale
Post makes the following suggesin Trieet, Austria. 'Here she won
ts:
improvemen
tions for
Capt. Clark Is Able Now to Leave high praise in the leading roles of
"There aro certain changes in the
His Bed—Rev. Pinkerton's
a large round of works including the
election law of this state which
Daughter Has Fever.
music dramas of Richard Wagner and
should be made, and made promptly,
all the operas in her present reperand which should be supported by
toire: "Carmen", "Faust", "Ill Trovethe honest men of both parties, and 'Mr. Thomas C. Leech is confined tore", "Cavalleria Rnsticana", "I
the first of all these changes should at his home on Fountain avenue as Pagliacci", "Martha", and "Mignon".
by the repeal of She law calling for result of being thrown from his Miss Shay's voice is a superb mezzo
registration certificates.
buggy yesterday afternoon shortly soprano of great power and mellow"At the time of its passage this law after 4 o'clock beside lbotel Craig at ness:aranging from low F to High
was 'defined "as an act to make brib- Fifth and Jefferson streets. He is C. She uses it with rare skill, surety
ery legal," iand such in fact was and suffering considlerabde from painful and sympathy.
Miss Shay was induced this season
is its intent. The law of the state body bruises, and considers himself
to forsake the grand opera field for
makes the purchase of a vote a fel- fortunate no bones were broken.
ony, but wihile no man can vote in
•Mr. Leech was in his vehicle driv- light opera. "Paul Jones" is under
dam without presenting a registra- ing out Jefferson about Sixth street the personal direction of Matt Grau
tion cernficate, the present law pro- when one or the bolts holding the It comes to the Kentucky tonight.
vides no permIty for the purchase of buggy shaft to front wheel axle come
Live Longer By Goittg to Shows.
registration certifitates. It is now out atid let the shafts fan down onto
obvious to all rivet the registration the rear limbs of the spirited animal
A leading writer in the London
certificates should be abolished, and which bitcame greatly frightened and Lancet, a medical publication of the
we entertain the 'hope that the next swerving around in the street headed highest repute publiSbed in 'London,
I towards Fifth.
was England, contends that people who
Mr. Leech
legislature will act accordingly.
4-a-aseadelda4-1.401.4.414,4444•11.64444
underneath
and
dragged
attend shows and various other enoat
thrown
"Another hange, which would cerlive
aggregate
the
foron
but
100
feet,
tertainasets,
tainly be beneficial, would be to set the buggy for about
longer than
the days of the registration at least tunately no bones were fractured. from five to ten avers
enjoyspent
from
refrain
who
continued
horse
frightened
people
The
two months earlier thaw they are at
the ono
In
way.
this
was
in
buggy
the
around
until
obtained
plunging
the
law
• Present. Under the present
837'0 the
crime,
and
insanity
and
axle
eases
wheels
front
of
the
wrecked,
time for purging the registration
the former and 903 of the latite.xfkacl
-books is entirely inedectrottg. Inahe being paled from the body of
scattered rarely, if ever visited the 'th4tre.
four weeks intervening between reg- rig, and parts of the outfit
continuing, claims that an
istration time and 'election it is int- all over the street. Mr. Leech was The writer
will afternoon or evenidg spent at the
It
home.
sent
and
up
picked
,poseible to investigate the qualificahe can come theatre is better than a dose of
tions of all men registered, but if this be several days before
medicine for those who are suffering
out
period were extended it might be
from any nervous disorder.. .The
done.
argument of this gentleman,• ft one
Able to Sit Up.
"Another mucteneeded law is to al- 'Capt. W. C. Clark is now able to would stop to think, is not only
low the same name to go on two or Sit up at his home on South Fourth plausible but quite possible. It cermore ticket,. J'he piesent law seeks street, but yet suffers from much pain tainly is a diversion for the overto put a ban upou the independent in his side Which is gradually getting worked mind and of necessity rtmat
voter. Even a judge cannot be nom- better, however. 'Her has now been be productive of good results. The
inated by both parties. A man notn- confined for about ten days as result owners of theatres and traveling cotninat«1 for judicial office by the dem- of being knocked down by the street pany managers should be a unit in
To
ocratic party cannot under the ridic- car on Broadway between Second and favor of the above argument.
ulous system in Kentucky be nomi- Third streets.
those who are not in the habit of
nated by the republican party. Neithattending thg theatre, and are desirer can the republican party afford to
ous of testing this theory, we Would
Has Scarlet Fever.
that they attend the per
W
/ease a vacancy on its ticket, for the
Rev.
suggest
of
girl
little
Gertrude, the
law allows the place to be filled by FL Pinkerton, of the First Christian fortnance of My Friend from Arkanpetition, and a had-man might be put church, is confined with an attack of saw at The Kentucky Saturday
on in this way at the last moment.
scarlet fever at the family home on Matinee and night
Kentucky avenue asd Seventh streets.
Wearer,
"A few days ago Mayor
"Buster Brown."
of Philadelphia, said oeferring to the
White.
Turned
Skin
'Manager Roberts will have for his
tremendous inerease of independent
at the Kentucky for
importattraction
disthe
was
most
colored,
Woodward,
'Obvionsiy
voting:
Gray
Third Floor
night Mlonday, December
and
a
by
matinee
missed yesterday as about well
ant coosideratam now is to devise
sucnagrtiod by which 'voters can easily, his physician, Dr. Jeff D. Robertson. iith. Melville B. Raymond's
•
comedy "Buster
certainly and effectively record. their The lad is the boy who fell into the cessful cartoon
known
This play is
vat of scalding hot water several Brown."
indepetxknt jutigurent:
at throughout the world, as the best of
"Even Pennsylvania, with its obso- months ago behind the laundry
streets. The case all modern comedies and "standing
lete system of voting allows the same Fifth and Jefferson
ttlatt a4.464-a4easeSeteleaSeteneelehaddeSeaddteaddeetelea-4-:-Seasederea-a4-:eldleaget
,a peculiar and room only is the rule in every city +4.4eadedet-Istehdeldeleade:
quite
name to go on two or more tickets. of the boy is
given,
is
the pa:s of his body where the play
and untal Kentucky passes such an unusual, one, as
when he alighted
rThe reason for this is, Me. Ray- one.. This has always been a great!
0
act no real step can be taken toward that was scalded
that mond is not afraid to spend money on city for musical productions, and our
as
white
as
now
is
the
water
in
eecitring an independent judiciary.
car
person. Thedark skiii a production, another is there is a
theatre-goers bare demanded an
"One other thing might be added. of any white
the most beautiful scenery, generally receive nothing but the
light.
of
load
very
it
left
and
off
peeled
all
In the cities of Ohio the voting place
the costumes are front the dry goods ve?) best in this line, hence the comis owned by the state and coPi'!'
establishment of Vanamaker, New ing engagement of "The Paraders"
of a install wooden house, stood, up
York City, the songs, jokes and should be a most successful one, as
on four wheels This house is placed
comedy are new every season and the it is announced that the production
in the street at the proper location
"show girls" are exceedingly pretty, will be the most compkte and beautitwo days before the electicm. It can
besides Mir. Raymond keeps every- ful of the entire season. The sale of
not be moved, and voting in any oththing "up to date" with all of his seats will open Monday at 9 a. ni
er place' is a crime.
attractions.
"These are suggestions of ballot
"The Paraders."
reform: They are few and simple,
and it is difficult to see Why they
The mere mention of the I.a
should be pposed. It is hoped that
Salle Theatre, 'Chicago, to those asor
to things theatrical, consome
urron
act
cestrnned
the legislature will
es
jures to the Wind's eye one of timed PADUCAH
all of them.
WENT
COUPLE
and
mirth
of
iithe residence o? the bride's mother, his anditore at some length. •
trielantree
really
the
delightful
all,
however,
"After
THERE YESTERDAY FOR
Mks. R. L. Moore of North Seventh
melody which have so long been as
//legionary Tea. '
poetant thing is not more laws, but
.
NUPTIALS
THEIR
WORKINGMEN, busy all day, es sociated with this home of Inimical
The Missionary tea foes,.Grace
street.
the establishment of the fact that
those we have were made in earnest not have time to keep posted about comedy, and the announcement of the
The young people are exceedinly Episcopal church will be gives yhis
appearance in this 'city of one of the
house.
and not merely for the purpose of be- materials and styles.
amongst a wide circle ci afternoon at the parish
popular
Recof
Lecture
by
musical-goers. "The Many Entertained
Sallie
La
for
disthe
will
be
merry
Alaska
very
subject
a
being
ing broken., That is the purpose of
btida
the
here,
friends
full
Yet a workingman should get
tor Wright Last Night—Charity
young lady of at- cussion, while the hostess for the
the pending election contest, and that value and good style for every dollar Royal Chef" "The Isle of Bongand
cultured
dainty
Tomorrow.
Meets
Club
Bong," "The Runaways" and "The
afternoon it Mks. Sallie Morrow- .
contest promises more good than the
tractive beauty.
been
for
he
pays
clothing.
that
already
have
Spice",
of
Isle
be
to
laws
a
new
pissage of hundred
book-,
Charity Club.
assistant
is
Mr.
Overstreet
t
lie gets both here. We have no seen here and like all the La 9alle
treated with the same cobtempt as
l'onwerrenv morning the Charity
Western District warethe
keeper
for
Mtymie
Mks.
afternoon
Yesterday
‘‘ith
productions have been receive'd
were all the election laws in Louis- dead stock to work off.
of house company, and an energetic and, cirh wiN hold a meeting at to o'clock
great favor'by local playgoers, hence Craig and Mr. Terrell Overstreet
ville. November 7, 4905."
with Judn'e Richard T. Liahtfont at
Tenh., where reliable young man.
the announcement that the latest La this city left for Paris,
thr
latter's offrfe in the county courtLecture.
Excellent
marin
united
were
they
evening
Salle success, "The Paraders", with last
The Owensboro Inquirer think;
the
The gatherfng Is for the purat
was
crowd
large
a
()mite
groom's
the original production, a great nest riage at the residence of the
tha' women are.qualified to vote beparish pose of choofrig a viten to be assistnew
church's
Episcopal
Gsace
Fairleigh,
B.
Thames
Mrs.
comedsister,
of fifty singing and dancing
cause in a cadent society contest in
telegraph house last evning to hear the lecture ant to the investigating secretary.
ians., an augmented orchestra and wife of the well known
an Ohio town forty-eight women
David Miss Cnrnie Gessaafy, this gentleman
After on "Goethe" by Rector
city.
(his
of
formerly
acoperator
one
haliet, and the thousand and
cast fifty-nine - votes. Those women
fully
Wee
examine lam all tsars of poor
audience
enThe
sister
Wright
cessories which go to make trp the the nuptials the groom's
clearly got hold of a ballot box
and' veritable OKI* tettAltpott whether, the retief
taiqted
as
the
repaid,
charma
with
-friends
their
tertained
comedy,
ideal presentation of musical
winch lied been used by the republicouple re- divine ably hiandkil his important desire isji.rIlind proper 'before help
will be seen at the Kentucky Dpesday ing -reception. Today thi
can', in some election and felled to
home at subject and interesting entertainment is given.
their
up
take
to
here
turn
weetient
neat week, will' be a most
nob it of its habits of turning up
The French eienate Wednesday, after a long debate, by a vote of 181
(Incorporated)
against 102, passed the bill to separAt Register Building, 523 Broadway. ate the church and state. The vote
was announced amid much enthmitheene being present a large•gath
asm,
t
President
.
WILHELM
E.
JAMES
of advocates of the bill in aneriug
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
of it enactment. Yestericipation
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. day the new law was promulgated
and at onoe became effective. The
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- pas-age of this bill sweeps away a
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter, sYatdm which has existed in France
•
since the conconiat of ator, which
was signed by Pius VII. and Napol$5-00
One Year
Under this concordat the state
eon.
2.50
Eix Months
of the chdoch and paid
charge
took
1.25
Ihree Months
and
all affairs were under
the
clergy
.ro
One Week
the adminiseratSon of the government. The sepacation of the state
Anyone failing to receive this paper
church will redtroe the public
and
ta
matter
the
regulraly shooJd report
budget, consequent on a
worship
The Register office at once. Tele- gradnai rednction of the salaries paid
phone Cumberland 318.
by the state, from $8,400,000 to $6,800,000 for next year, which makes
clear the force which. created the
separation more than anything else.
This separation also ends what has
long been a matter of contention in
Franice and will no doubt prove beneficial to both the ctrurqpsand the
Friday Morning, Dec. 8. 1905.
government and, of courae, the people themselves. .

Special

I

24 American Cut Glass Water Bottles, rich, deep
cutting,$4.00 value and a leader at that. As a special
inducement to have you see the best Holiday stock ever
displayed here we sell 24 -of these4 beautiful bottles at
$2.50 each. Telephone orders not accepted. None reserved for anyone, Be on hand promptly with the cash.
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J. L. Wolff, Jeweler
No Such Values Ever Offered in Paducah'.

IN RUNAWAY

Phillips& co

SPECIAL

6 pieces 60c
value
Silk

39c
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6 pieces 50c
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Friday Morning rate

29c and 39c yd
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9 to 12 o'clock

29c and39c yd

For our Friday morning Special Sale we are going to sell two
values of silk, one a regular 60c value in blue and red pin
check silk for
The other a regular 50c value in colored fancies in blue, green
and brown, for
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57-41einz--57
Varieties

Free Samples and Demonstrations

wat
nee

IAIATCH

UOLFF

Jewelry Store

WED AT PARIS

display windows Tor SPECIAL sale of
CHRISTMAS 'GIFTS.

r

argest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guarantee,/
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

leep

BOTH PHONES 72

ABSENT

wer
at
reash.

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

the concern had completed extending down. This repeated digging up of
'its supply mains on Jefferson street the passageway has left it in-a bad
between Fourteenth and Sixteenth. condition, the fe undation under t ,
Chief James Collins' report for No brick not being solid. On motion ofi
(Continued from Page One.)
vembcr was filed, it ,ehowing he had Alderman Kraus
1.6 •
weeks
deplicate check for $go to re-place the during that time collected' $642 IX)- was ordered to see if a concrete
one given him for his,tugusi month- ,lice court fines, $rs8.75 costs,. White foundation could not , be placed under the brick in order to 'hold the lat
ly salary, but wIsich original he had $97 }sad been repkvined.
Rainey Se Jenlaine were granted a ter up smoothly and .,solidly.
lost and cannot cut.
On motion, the board adjourned.
The finance committee was ordered license to open a slalom/ at 918 South
fo bold a conference with officers of ; Eighth street, Whik .Lee Hite was
the state doing business here in this i granted a license to opes on the
city, These bank authorities cop- southeast corner of Tenth and Hustend that they are disieriminated bands street.
against when it comes to taxing theml There was passed to the board of
foe city Purposes. Their ground is supervisors the complaint of John
that the federal banks are given ad- c W. Dicke that his property on South HON. SAMUEL PYLES MAY
vantage of them in this respect amid Fourth street had been valued too
COME HERE IN NEXT FEW
they want a conference to see if some high by the assessoo for city tax purMONTHS.
equitable and just basis cannot be poses.
I There wale teferred to the auditor
arrived at.
, "-‘
•
o
Initial adoption was gieen an or- the claim of George Weiser that he Leaving Here Twenty Years
Ago He
and had been assessed a city poll tax,
dinance calling for grading
Worked From Mining Camp Into
Hays
to
Ashfrom
when
in
fact
a
he is not resident of
graveling Sowell
United States Senate.
craft avenue. This nwasure was the tcnvn.
adopted finally once before and given rPhe board ratified the sale by the
Mayor Yeiser for his signature which soy of Oleic Grove cemetery lots to
Samuel Pyles is now at
is necessary before the bill is a law, William Williams and L. F. Kolb,
Washington,
D. C.,. attending the
but the mayor lost the documene and jr.
so another has to be adopted in its i The board °mereo that nothing be meeting of the United States senate
place.
done tarde
criv
returning the East Ten which remains in session for some
Final Idoption was given the bill rosette Telephone company the $3,weeks. He has written fudge W. DI
making it punishabie by fines ter
Ooo in question until the courts order Greer that
probabilities are he will
anyone to throw trash in the street,
ed it. This was the sum the comlet vehicles stand out on the' public pany paid in for settlement of all come to this city for a few days visit
.
highway without good cause, allow
tax claims the municipality might while en route back to his home in
slops to run into the thoroughfares,
'have on it. Alderman Durrett voted Seattle, Wash.
etc.
aleairsit prosecuting to a final the suit
Pyks is the well known former
Final adoption was given the orto "oust" this trlePlibne company Paducahan and Smithland gentleman
keepdinance compelling every hotel
from the city because they have no
er, boarding house keeper, and reswho went West twenty years ago,
franchise to do business here.
grease
owner,
to
put
taurant of cafe
and from cook in a mining camp roes
Complaint has been made that the to the
traps in their kitchen sinks where
United States senate.
He
spittoons
in
the
market
.bouse
are
dishes are washed. The grease flows-.
studied law under Judge Greer, and
into the city's sadder, sewerage sys- not kept clean, and Adathetmaster on going West worked at first one
tem which is connected with the Smedley woe instructed to see that thing arid another until he got on
kitchen sinks, and if traps are put in they were kept in a tidy condition. solid ground, and is now
it of the
In preparing to fix up. Riverside big men of the West.
it will catch the refuse and prevent
same from getting down into the un- hospitak basement so it could be used
A Washington, D. Cl, dispatch in
derground mains and injuring them. as a sick ward for patients, the board speaking
of
active
Kentuckians
The people are given until sometime of hospita/ directors received only holding high o ce, yesterday said:
one bid. Thie proposal was rejected
in February to install the traps.
"For the first time in many years
There was passed the bill compell- and the directors ordered to call for there are few native Kentuckians in
ing owners of automobiles to put additional bids.
congress. The list comprizes Senaaktmencun numbers on their machines, Many blocks of slate on the roof tors MrCreary and Blackburn, Culwith
and then register their numbers
of the market house are broken and lone of Illinois; Stone, of Missouri,
the city ckrk so in case of an ac- this canoes the buikling to leak. Thlti and Piles of Washington. The reprecident and , the rnachipe owner sails aldermen innenscted the, board of sentatives are: James, Stanley, Smith,
away before anyone est find out
works to have regairh made and good Shelley, Rhittorle, Trimble, Gilbert
he is, one can glance at the number roofing put on and if the leaks were and Bennett, of Kentucky; Underand then by referring to the city's caused by bad workmanship on the wood, of Alabama; Champ Clark. of
record book, ascertain oho controls part of the contractor, the money e.x - Missouri; Slayden, of Texas, and
the auto.
perided for repairs shall be charged Smith, of Arizona.
The aldermen took up the ordin- up to this contenctor.
ance which provides that if a kw:d
The city has a public graveled
woman enters a saloon or wine room
at the foot of Elisabeth street
wharf
to
$25
and
$ro
she sha'l be fined from
Leading down to this
and
Third.
sent to jail for from to to 30 days,
through which water
wharf
in
a
pipe
any
or
proprietor
while the saloon
street
drains toward the
from
Third
attache permitting the prostitute to
veining through ONLY FEW MORE DAYS WORK
water
river.
The
penalsame
the
to
subject
come in, is
ON THE BRICK STREETS.
washing
the wharf
pipe
is
the
drain
ty. After the bill was read it was
pissed without a dissenting vote. gradually away, as regards the- gravAlderman
This is the measure presented to the el, and at the request of
council last Mbnday night, but that Bell the board of- works wise ingtruct By First of Next Week Contractor
Bridges Expects to Have Everyboard refused to act on it until the ed to have the pipe changed so as to
thing Completed.
aldermen had considered the measure. flood the wharf in a manner as at
resent.
The council took this step becato
The public alley entering beside
heretofore they have adopted a like
Rehkopre
collar factory on Kenby
down
turned
was
it
ordinance, but
By tomorrow night or the day folthe upper board, therefore in this in- tocky avenue between Third and losing the brick street will be comstance the lower embers wanted the Fourth streets, is made of paving pleted all the way from First and
brick which have been torn up mum Jefferson out to Fifth and Jefferson
other to act first.
There wets filed a notice from the crone tlnps in order that gas, water, by Contractor Bridges' men who have
water works company, showing that heating and other pipes could he pdt now carried the improvement all the
way out from First to half way between Fourth and Fifth, going towards the latter thoroughfare. It will
take very little more work to get
this done and after it is finished the
laborers will clear off the sidewalks
so people can use same this winter,
as not until next spring will the concrete pavements be laid alongside
Jefferson, or Kentucky avenue, which
have both been improved. As concrete cannot be laid during the cold
weather, the board of works has ordered the contractors to postpone the
sidewalks until favorable spring dc-
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ool Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And Dressy.

- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE

Lendier & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention

'Phone 675

We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of Silverware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and see for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no old left-ovens from last year.
It's a pleasure to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, 428B'way, opp. Palmer House.
a note defendant executed to plaintiff
OUR SECOND ANNUAL
Mlarch 19th, two and which paper
made payable in one day after
CHRISTMAS OFFERING. was
date. The note originally was for
Each day from now Until January $112, and some credits are due on
lit, nee.
same, but the interest has run same
Roger Bros. r847 Knives and up to $141,86.
Forks, $4 so grade, $3 so set
Gamine Rogers Knives and Forks,
Schwa& Cast.
$4.35 grade, $3 oo set.
Yesterday Referee E. W. Bagby of
Genuine Rogers Teaspoons, to-year'the bankdopt court, again took up rbe
guarantee, regular price Si 5o, 75c Mose Schwab bankruptcy proceeding,
set.
and started into hearing of the peticarmine Rogers Tablespoons, $3 oo tion filed by the trustee of the bank$z 50 set
rupt estate, who claims that Schwab
A beautiful 8-inch cut glass bowl, has not properly accounted for $10.regular $7.50 grade, $3.50.
000 of his money. In reply to this
We also have a pretty bowl at Schwab yesterday filed a statement
showing his banking business, w;...;-1
tei•75
A gold-filled, 2o-year case, Elgin the referee said locked alright to him,
rnovernera, $&.o. '
but as Schwab did not show the name
We also have hundreds of other of each party to whom he had paid
articles at a price never before offered out money, he was given until the
in Paducah.
13th of this month in which to get
See our line of beautiful designs in to gether all his checks, showing
hat pins, rings, ladies' and gents' where the money went, and then
fobs, gold settings, signet rings. make a report.
Come in and see our beautiful new
We
stock and handsome designs.
Colonel Victor Van de Miale will
are rushing orders in daily for new- return today from a drumming trip
est designs in jewelry, so you will through Illinois.
see the latest by giving our stock • Hon. Giiren Campbell and wife relook over before you buy. The New turned yesterday from visiting in St.
Eye See Jewelry and Optical Co.,
Louie.
Engraving free.
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
21 years' experience. 331 B'way.
Paducah, Ky
A large line of Eagle emblems in
stock.
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Paltrier House Bar,
L. A. tsagornarsino.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE NBEER

WANTS DAMAGES

MINERVA KNIGHT SUED THE
TRACTION COMPANY
YESTERDAY.
people along these two streets will
this winter have to undergo what
Broadway people between Fifth and
Ninth did last year, that of having no Claims Car Started Before She Could
walks, all because the board of works
Get Off, and She Was Injured
let the contractors go ahead and tear
Thereby—Suit on Note.
up the old pavernerigs, without having
sense enough to know that approaching winter would prevent laying the
Yesterday in the circuit court
concrete until next spring. The eontraefor is also ordered to stop the Mfmerva Knight filed suit for $1,57i
concrete sidewalk work on Jefferson damages aging the Paducah Trec'.
between 14th and 25th streets until tion company which operates the
next spring.
street railway line.
The plaintiff boarded one of deShip Body Today.
fendant's Broadway cars" October
Today at 12:40 o'clock there will be 21st, igo5, and when Twelffh and
shipped the remain, of Mr. Dennia Broadway was reached had the
O'Connor, the cloth cutter of Ned Motorman and conductor let her off.
York who died seismal days ago on She claims the car started up before
his ensolinie launch moored at the she conlO allele safsb: to the grolirrefi,
foot of Dizabetili street. The body and as result slic was thrown down
goes by way of St. Louis to New to the hard street with force sufficient
York fo interment. The deoelesed to painfully injure her. She was
expired suddenly of piaratysio and ()Tagged some distance also and
not pneumonia as erroneously stated, claims it was through negligence of
as Coroner Crow yesterday held an The attaches that she sustained her
inquest.
hurts.

Sued On Account.
, Fine lettuce for sale: tender, oriep
J S Peale filed wit against Ms W.
keed cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse,
iWilliame for 5341.86 claimed doe on
PutlIteas Pros.

CIGARS.
NO NI
MD IN

The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-bitin gtaste. If it is tito
moist, its taste is full of nicotine.
Our cigars are kept just right
in all kinds of weather.

The

reason—we watch them.

Toys and
fliiiday
Novelties
THE MOST VARIED ASSORTME,NT IN TOWN.

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.

7th

o
phone
phone
ne

Clay

zrf,

ASK TO SEE 'I Ht.. LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY

Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WM,CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PERFECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.

HAYES
Free Delivery—

Telephone 75e.

Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old customers, promising them the quickest service and nothing but the best chugs
at reasonalle prices

Hayes
Seventh
and
!Broadway.
ir •

,r+ci Broadway.

J. U. Oehlschiaeoer, 11)4- I. B. Qritilth
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TILL/CPHONS

1 es OftFART

BUILDING.

Berth phone dB at the cake, bode
phones 24o at residenc. Ofika hears
tee, no•

*" 3 p.

7 to 9 P-

It

Pnvo••• oo.
—"• oVio•••••••111•11111Nor - 111002011••••••
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COCKTAIL AT THRLE FORKS
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.

"r
...
Igtr.1 Popular Age.
With physicians—Pillage,
fedi
With spinsters—Manage,
With babe s—Cribbage.
,
With pilots—Steerage.
1,..,4«
With botasists—Herbage.
With coact men—Cabbage,
With dogs—Courage.
With lover3—Dotage.
OM
With merchants—Storage.
With farm( rs—erillage.
With no or ?—Shortage.
With every one—Coinage.—Judge.

FAILED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
Man with Plugged Coin Was lot
Foxy Enotighlo Make
It Work.

"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a traveling man, "waiting for the proprietor
to arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. White I was waiting,
two cosaioys. wrapped :n fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
DIAS, THINGS.
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demanded a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
for a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there was
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in the cisar cutter, I
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big hew
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage,
auci it did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they saggested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasisu, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now:make your will, yoe
would-be poisoner.' shouted ehe punch
ers,lind solemnly they put their gun,
hack where they belonged, treated the
house to the cigars toil faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they disappeared up the valley.
"I'm so glad you like my new gown.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion to make hie My husband just dotes on it. Says IS
will. For three or four hours he was makes me look like another woman."
"How happy you must be. He is so
thc sickest man I ever saw, and it
who
doctor,
of other women."
a
tend
of
services
the
took
worked over him for an hour or twci,
A Toast to Hate.
to bring hira back to life again."

l

A friend of the proprietor went into
a cigar store the other day and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the girl at the
central station what number he wanted. Then, sass tiae Philadelphia inquirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say. Bert, why isn't tale a good
place to work off ihisjIlogged dime."
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuck
it in."
In a moment the girl said: "Ten
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime into
the slot.
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn in
the machine.
"Ten cents, please," said the girl
again.
"I just put in a dime," he protes.ted.
"I know," she answered, "but you'll
have to put in another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off all right."
"But how the mischief dia she know
it was plugged" asked the friend. The
horn tooted all right."
"Yes," said the proprietor, "but
she's a pretty smartjetrl. Eine knows
—especially when yor hold the receiver
in your hand and tell somebody you
are going to put in a plugged coin."

MONKEY AND THE LADY.
Feminine Fashionable Has a New
Whim Which' Makes Her
Conspicuous.

A

SI

COMMISSIONER'S SALE.

In pursuance of a judgment of McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its October term, toos, in the action
of George C. Hughes, plaintiff,
against S. F. Temple, etc., defendants, I will, on Monday, December
of to
the
boor
tith (about
o'clock a, tn.), tooe (being ceunty
court day), at the Court House door
in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following dgecribed prop
erty, viz:
A certain tract or parcel of land,
lying and being in McCracken county, Kentucky, and bounded and described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a stake in the center
of the public road and northeast corner of a, tract of land sold to Josiah
4 east,
Wilkins; thence north tar/
with center of public road 23 poles;
thence north 7434 west 1854 poles,
more or less to the backline or west
line of said 1,485 acre Cold Springs
tract survey; thence south is, west
2.2. poles to another corner of Wilkins; thence with the Wilkins line
south 7434 east 185 poke more or
less, to the beginning, containing 251%
acres, more or less.
To satisfy said judgment, interest
and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond wiela approred eectrrity,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of December, teios.
CECTL. REED, Master Corn.
-E. H. Puryear, Attorney.

Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members ofyour
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.

-

Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely alikileamse Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet “Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.

E.D. HANNAN,Plumber

kk.),

See
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
iwant a ;first class"job by an
Do you'
experttworkman? if you.do !take
It to

ohn 3. Bkich, leweler.
Broadway,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Paducah, Ky.

E.covLsoN,

The monkey is being adopted as a
pet by some women in these days.
This fashion is exhibited to the world
In pursuance of a judgment of Mcbecause it is the thing to do to take Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
the monkey out drivng with you, if
its October term, 1905, in the action
I drink a toast to lovely KS.
you own one, says the New York Sun.
duplici
can
malls
few
Whose
charms
of Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co. vs.
N.
KITCHE
"I take my monkey out driving, just
CASTE IN THE
Here's wishing her a happy l's
Me. M. Shemwell, etc., and E. Faras I would a pet dog." explained a pioAnd health and wealth and high esti)!
vs. M. M. Shemwell, etc., conAltard
ley
al
to
Couldn't
long
have
not
Who
And
she
may
Cook
a
s!
Case
neer in this field.
rell
n
doth
swim
right
the
I will, on Monday, LkcemBefore
solidated,
to neside or: just a Plain
Her friends did not believe her until
A plea Like this: "Be thou my mE,
(about the hour of to
tub
ber
came
Street.
them
one
of
the other day, vgiaen
Ddn't hesit8—say yes, sweet KS!"
m.), teos (being County
a.
o'clock
—Judge.
forward to oorreftiorate her.
"I Court day), at she Court House door
The Lindsay famhy was moving out
witness.
this
said
her,"
saw
"I
B,eason Enough.
at the in Paducwh, Kentucky, sell to the
of the old house on an avenue into a
been reading that learned was on a side street, standing
just
"I've
At
street.
I highest bidder, on a credit of six
when
new house on a fashionable
the
street,
to
cross
about
curb
ist's acocunt of the funeral of
Egyptolog
cook
Lindsay
the
period
critical
the almost months, the following described prop
that
" said Jokey. "It's a wonder found my eyes fixed upon
on erty, nu:
gave notice of lea-lng. The mistress Ramona,
walking
monkey
a
of
eyes
human
whole place wasn't pinched."
A certain house and lot situated in
was in despair, for the cook was a the
passof
a
doors
the
closed
top
of
the
Coakley.
"Why" asked
McCracken county, Kenmodel one, and had lived with them
Paducah,
ing
hansom.
'Well, it was a Pharoali layout"—
hounded and described as
and
looking
she
sat
tucky,
for years, relates the Chicago Record- Philadelphia Press.
monkey
the
of
"Back
• Herald.
as pretty as a picture and evidently follows, to-wit:
Io
"It will be so much more convenient
Beginning at the southwest corner
much pltaaed with the attention that
When Love Falls Down.
In the mew house, Nora, and we have
largely a case of Falls for the her pet was drawing to himself, sot to of school house lot conveyed by R
"It's
atf.
Kentu
Ah,
Paclur
Of
depended on you so long I don't see married ones," said the depot ticket mention .herself.
Saunders to E. Farley and other.,
how we can part with you now. At agent.
Capitztl and Surplus $14545,000
"He was not one bit the barrel-organ trustees; thence in a northerly direcleast tell me why you are going?"
type of monkey, but a dainty monkey tion on a line wirh said lot 030 feet
"What do you mean"
•
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Niagara falls for the honeymoon and wearing no other coat than his own to Clark's river gravel road; thence
"Well, mem, I have my own reputa- Sioux Falls a little later in the game.' natural fur, the color of a fawn with a At right angles 54 or ss feet; thence
ROBERTSON, V. PEEL
W.
O.
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
tion to look after," answered Nora, —Chicago Sun.
sheen of satin.
lly t8o feet:
southware
angles
at
right
"and if I went agin the rules of the
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
"A silver collar set with torepoise thence at right angles 54 or ss feet
intelligence sassiety I belongs to they
A Miracle He Recovered.
circled the little creature's neck. A to the beginning.
regular banking business.. SoScita your deposit,. Pays 4
all
s
?reenact
wouldn't give me a reccond in the beat
Church—I hear your brother has re- silver chain attached the collar to the
To satisfy said judgment, interest par tont per annum on time cartlficats of depodes.. (Meaty boxes in Are
houses, an' then I'd be down and out— covered from his severe illness?
mistress' hand. She, by the way, car- and cost.
Dee?"
Gotham—Yee; he's on the mend. now ried out the silver and pale blue color
yes: as to MiS18. You carry your ewe
The purchaser will be required tO proof veldt far runt at $3 to $10 per
"No, I don't see," retorted her mis"Seems like a miracle, doesn't it?"
charmingly In her own attire." give bond wits approvied sectgrity,
scheme
kew and so one bat yourself has access.
tress, "tell me exactly why you are
"I should say it does seem like a mie
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
giving up a place that has always ale! He had three doctors"—Yonkers
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE. day of sale, having force of repleeen
Statesman.
suited you for an uncertainty."
For 'Vaults, Iiihnuments and General Cemetery Work Use
bond, on which execution may issue
movthe
of
"Sure, mem, it's because
Annual Rainfall
Average
the
Where
when due.
The Era of Specialisation.
ing. You are going to live on a street?
Is Nearly Thirty-Sevin
This 8th day of December, loos.
"What do you think of the simpic
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
Feet.
"An' I've always lived on a avenue, life?" asked the earnest friend.
CECIL REED, Master Corn
"It is a fine idea," answered Senatot
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
mem. If it was a terrace, or a boule
E. H. Puryear, Attorney.
the world. assin
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The
yard, I might be willin' to change, but Sorghum, as he lit a perfeeto. "We ch. cording to the Russian Meteorological
Bending purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSwhen me friends found that I was liv- the real living and let the reroducicg pub Journal, as abstracted in the Revue
WHITENESS; does not be•URII AND THEN RETAINS
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and
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16,
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when due.
lead their flocks.whe h are accomiran fee certain European nations relate that the
"Why not?"
by provision mules, and by large dogs first ancestor of mankind was a tree.
This 8th day of December, Kos.
"And give men the privilege of reto guard against a night attack by
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CECIL REED, Master Coin.
fusing? Never."—Clevelaid Leader.
wolves.
—Judge.
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.
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GREEN RIVER STONE

Commissioner's Sale.

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

New Century Hotel
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Paducah Transfer Company
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FOR RENT

LETITIL OF A

LONELY MAN.

COLLEGE GIRLS

W FAT

TALE OF A "STUFFER"

OLIVER, OLIVER & M•GREGOR.

EXCURSIO

LAWYERS

Soon After !entering the "Freshiee"
'eYodel" "stuffed" papers for a living.
ire
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Very much lighter shoes are worn now than a few years back. Parents buy their children or themselves light kid shoes, send them
to school or go themselves to business in the
rains without rubbers and often with boles in
bottom of sole and then wonder why they
have cough colds. pneumonia, or scarlet
fever. All lether is porous, the best will
not keep out dampness. Rubber keeps the
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